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3-MILE ROUTE

1. Exit the hotel via the 1st floor West Side Valet exit
2. Run along the Front Drive towards the large parking structure in front of you
3. Cross the Front Drive entrance to the sidewalk that follows along the garage
4. The sidewalk leads around the garage and under a small underpass into the West Economy Parking Lot
5. Follow the sidewalks and run the interior perimeter of the West Lot End of Mile 1
6. Follow the same sidewalk you entered the West Lot past and under the hotel (Where the busses are
dropping off and the Train/Transit center is located )
7. Continue on the sidewalk into the East Economy Parking Lot
8. Follow the sidewalks and run the interior perimeter of the East Lot
9. Follow the same sidewalk you entered the East lot until you almost reach the hotel End of Mile 2
10. Run up the large concrete staircase on your right, entering the parking garage
11. Follow the concrete steps up until you reach a platform to enter the parking garage
12. Run up the metal stairs to the 5th level and cross the barrier on your right
13. Run up the concrete ramp leading up to the Hotel Plaza
14. Run 3 loops around the plaza End of Mile 3
Disclaimer Notice: As a cour tesy to our guests the attached running/walking course map identifies distances and routes created by using an independent outside mapping sour ce. This
map was not created by the Hotel. The identified routes are on City public streets and ways. As the Hotel has no dir ect or indirect control over public areas we urge you to use common
sense for your own safety and security. The Hotel in no way guarantees the safety or condition of the identified routes. Use of this map is at y our own risk. Please observe all rules and
posted signs and warnings, including traffic signals.

